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The prairies are one of the big meeting places for birds 
in Canada. Here, we are at the confluence of three 
migratory flyways. Millions of songbirds stop here to 
rest and refuel on their long migrations to the boreal 
forest. Waterfowl and shorebirds raise their young in 
and near the prairie potholes. The pastures flutter in 
the spring and summer with grassland birds that are 
unique to and reliant upon North America’s grass-
lands. The prairies, with its rich biodiversity, are one of 
the most important ecosystems for birds across all of 
North America. 

Our North American birds are in trouble, though. 
We have lost a staggering three billion birds since 1970. 
Birds that rely on the grasslands throughout their life-
cycle are among the hardest hit — we’ve lost 57 per cent 
of them in the last 50 years. 

The grasslands birds are icons of the Canadian West. 
Just think of the Chestnut-collared Longspurs and their 
incredible aerial display, which they use to attract mates 
and to stake their claim on their piece of the prairie. Or 
the Horned Larks with their black horns that seem to 
be just trying to fit in with the cows. The huge Ferru-
ginous Hawks and their voracious appetite for ground 
squirrels; a pair will eat up to 500 in a season. And of 
course, the Western Meadowlark, singing its lungs out 
on a strand of wire. All of these birds are in decline, and 
some have lost over 90 per cent of their populations. 

Because of their varied roles in the ecosystem, birds 
serve as indicators of ecosystem health — our present-
day “canaries in the coal mine.” When we see these 
declines in our grassland birds, it’s an indication that 
the health of the ecosystem is also declining. 

And while our grassland birds are having a really 
tough time, others are doing really well, especially 

ducks and geese. They have increased by 150 per cent in 
Canada over the past 30 years, which is a testament to 
what passionate and effective conservation can do. Now 
our grassland birds need that same kind of attention!

Habitat loss is the main cause for the decline of our 
grassland birds. On the Northern Great Plains, we lose, 
on average, one acre of grasslands every minute. To 
put that into perspective, Chestnut-collared Longspurs 
need around two acres within a large grassland to nest 
and raise their young. That means that every two min-
utes, at least one Chestnut-collared Longspur loses a 
potential home. 

The roads from resource development fragment 
large areas of grasslands and the noise from drilling and 
other activities disturb birds as well. If you’ve ever had 
the misfortune of living in an apartment with noisy 
neighbours, you can sympathize with these birds. Inva-
sive species, like leafy spurge, create uniform vegetation 
height. Grassland birds prefer a mosaic of short, tall and 
medium-length vegetation, so leafy spurge is as bad for 
birds as it is for livestock. The biggest driver to the loss 
of grassland birds is the conversion of native prairie 
to annual cropping. As some of you will know, there 
is tremendous market pressure to cultivate land that 
is in grass. 

The prairie plants and animals evolved along with 
grazing disturbance from free-roaming bison, and 
grazing remains essential to keep grasslands healthy. 
Without the bison, cattle and other livestock have 
become vital to manage the health of the prairie eco-
system. They ensure a variety of vegetation heights 
that grassland birds need, they enhance the diversity of 
plants and even improve carbon sequestration. As farm-
ers, ranchers and landowners, you are the guardians 

The sight of a hawk drifting silently overhead or the song 
of a meadowlark breaking the evening stillness — birds 
are part of what makes the prairie such a special place 
and provide us with moments of beauty and simplicity in 
our hectic and complicated lives.

SILENT 
 SPRING?
Saving Grassland Birds

By IAN COOK, P. AG

Chestnut-collared Longspur

Thick-billed Longspur

Baird sparrow

Sprague’s Pipit

Sharp-tailed Grouse

Western 
Meadowlark, 
Manitoba

Horned Lark
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of one of the world’s most endangered ecosystems, the 
prairie grasslands. So, you are integral to the survival of 
our grassland birds!

A healthy prairie ecosystem provides crucial eco-
logical goods and services to the people that live here, 
including water filtration, flood and drought mitigation, 
and fostering biodiversity. The birds control rodents 
and insects, cycle nutrients through foraging and waste 
processing, facilitate seed distribution, and pollinate 
plants. Creating a landscape that is good for birds 
means a landscape that it is good for biodiversity as a 
whole. Keeping our working landscapes healthy and 
resilient protects our rural way of life. 

Birds Canada is working on finding mutually benefi-
cial ways to help prairie landowners continue to make a 
living on the land while providing habitat for the huge 
diversity of birds that rely on this landscape.

One of the steps we’ve taken is the production of 
the Grasslands Conservation Incentives Guide. The Guide 
compiles over 45 programs and funding sources avail-

able across the prairies to help landowners preserve, 
improve, or restore prairie habitats. There are also 
resources for biodiversity and range health best man-
agement practices, as well as information on the prairie 
birds that landowners will be helping out when they 
participate in the programs in the guide. 

Every one of us, either as producers or consumers, 
can help protect wild birds. The following includes 
some suggestions that will have a positive impact 
on our birds.

By participating in the programs in the Guide and 
doing some of the things mentioned, you help ensure 
that our winged neighbours have a space and remain 
a part of the prairie landscape. Birds, the prairie, and 
people all depend on one another to make our prairie a 
diverse, resilient and beautiful place to live.

Bird-Friendly Actions 
for Landowners 
& Producers
KEEP NATIVE PRAIRIE INTACT 
This is the best thing that any landowner can do for 
grassland birds. Native prairie is crucial to their survival 
and virtually impossible to replace.

PROVIDE A MOSAIC OF HABITAT STRUCTURE
Providing areas that have short, medium and long 
grasses and forbs, such as native purple prairie clover, 
on your property creates places for a wide range of bird 
species to nest and forage. This can be achieved by 
rotational grazing or having low stocking densities on 
your pastures. 

BIRD-FRIENDLY HAYING 
An outside-in cutting pattern concentrates birds in 
the middle of the field where they are often killed 
by tractor tires or cutter bars. Cutting hay in an 
inside-out pattern allows birds to flush outwards 
to safety. Installing a flushing bar on your haying 
equipment gives birds extra time to get out of the 
way of haying equipment.  

Young grassland birds learn to fly around the 
middle of July. As a result, the adult birds tending the 
nests and their young are often killed by haying equip-
ment or trampled by livestock. Delaying haying or using 
lighter stocking rates on at least a portion of your hay 
land and pastures until July 15 will help save a lot of 
grassland birds. 

PARTICIPATE IN PROGRAMS
Alternative watering systems, invasive species control 
and cross-fencing for rotational grazing are examples 
of the programs in the Conservation Incentives Guide that 
have a role to play in bird conservation. Check out our 
incentives guides to see what fits your situation and 
participate!

PLANT NATIVE SPECIES 
When establishing new pastures or hay ground, use 
a diverse mix of native grasses and forbs (clover, for 
example). If you are restoring riparian areas or planting 
windbreaks, use native shrubs and trees. Even planting 
a native prairie garden in your backyard helps provide 
season-long food for pollinators and birds. 

ONLY APPLY INSECTICIDES IF NECESSARY
A favourite food for many grassland birds are insects, 
especially grasshoppers. So birds provide a natural pest 
control. Only a handful of grasshoppers out of the many 
that occur on the prairies are actually pests so make 
sure the ones observed are pests. Contact your provin-
cial entomologist to learn more about how to identify 
pest species of grasshoppers. 

Bird-friendly actions 
for everyone

BUY BIRD-FRIENDLY PRODUCTS
Many birds spend their winters in Central and South 
America. Shade-grown, bird-friendly coffee provides 
habitat for these migratory birds on their wintering 
grounds. Buying Canadian beef — or even better, Cana-
dian grass-fed beef — supports a system that provides 
habitat for birds.

PREVENT WINDOW COLLISIONS 
Over 25 million birds die each year in Canada when 
they collide with windows. Many of those collisions are 
at homes. There are lots of inexpensive options for pur-
chase or DIY to prevent birds from flying into windows.

KEEP CATS INDOORS 
Outside of habitat loss, cats are the biggest threat to 
birds, killing 100 million birds annually in Canada. 
Keeping your cats inside and making sure that they 
are spayed or neutered to prevent feral cats will help 
birds out a lot!

LEARN ABOUT BIRDS
Birds lead fascinating lives and are a lot of fun to learn 
about. Building and watching bird feeders and bird 
houses are great activities to do with kids, and the 
whole family can learn about the birds that visit!

WELCOME BIRDS HOME
Plant native vegetation in your yard that provides a 
variety of cover and food for birds.

JOIN A CITIZEN SCIENCE PROGRAM
Birds Canada provides many exciting opportunities 
across the country to participate in citizen science pro-
grams, which provide important data to monitor bird 
population trends. A great program to get started with is 
our Project Feeder Watch! c

Visit birdscanada.org/you-can-help/citizen-science  
to get involved!

GRASSLANDS 
CONSERVATION HELP
There are national and provincial programs, 
including grants, to help landowners preserve 
nesting and living sites in grasslands areas 
and waterways. 

Birds Canada has corralled all of the current infor-
mation available and created a comprehensive 
guide featuring all of the national programs, plus 
the provincial programs in Manitoba, Saskatche-
wan and Alberta. The Guide highlights information 
from national programs such as The Nature Con-
servancy of Canada, to the provincial programs, 
including Ag Action Manitoba, Ducks Unlimited 
Saskatchewan, and Cows and Fish in Alberta. 

Download the Grasslands Conservation Incentives 
Guide at birdscanada.org. I found that the fastest 
way to find it, is to simply type “grasslands” in 
their search bar.

LINKS
	To learn more about how to help birds 

or get involved in citizen science, visit 
birdscanada.org

	To donate to our grasslands work, visit 
birdscanada.org/give

	To learn more about how our Canadian 
birds are doing, visit: nabci.net/resources/
state-of-canadas-birds-2019

	To read up on the loss of 3 billion birds in 
North America and how you can help, visit 
birds.cornell.edu/home/bring-birds-back

	Or read the scientific paper here 
science.sciencemag.org/content/366/6461/120

Burrowing Owl
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North America’s native rangelands have 
existed since the last ice age, around about 
10,000 years — what is more regenerative 
than that? I get a kick out of talking to some 
of these suddenly intrigued folks who ask 
if we practice regenerative agriculture. I 
explain that native grasslands have been 
around for quite a while, and when we are 
blessed with rain, the grass grows pretty 
well every year of my life so far. They give 
me a blank stare, uncomprehending of the 
point I am making. It’s better than talking to 
radical vegans though.

Since the settlement of the prairies, most 
of Western Canada’s native prairie has disap-
peared under the plough. I am reminded of a 
Charles M. Russell quote who, upon witness-
ing the homesteaders arriving and watching 
the prairie being turned with the plough, 
said, “I long for the day that coyotes grow big 
enough to eat the sodbusters.” Needless to say, 
that didn’t happen, and here we are today left 

with only four per cent of our native grass-
lands. Charles was on the prairie to see the 
country transformed before his eyes, and 
I wonder what he would think if he saw 
the countryside now? How long will these 
remnants last?

It is said that love turns the world but 
money greases the wheel. With oilseed 
and grain prices where they are now, 
more native grassland will be farmed this 
spring. For those of us who value both 
the native grasslands and life on it with 
cattle and horses, our task will be to tell 
our stories. 

We must show the truly regenera-
tive and resilient nature of well-managed 
grasslands with all their diversity, and to 
document the biological goods and ser-
vice that are part and parcel of healthy 
grasslands, to get people to appreciate its 
contribution to our quality of life. 

There is a growing segment of con-
sumers willing to pay a premium for beef 
produced from a regenerative system; it is 
up to us to step up to the plate and com-
municate all the benefits of grassland 
agriculture. 

As ranchers, we love what we do. Still, 
for us to continue and for future generations 
to want to follow in our footsteps, it has to 
be financially viable or people will continue 
ploughing up what is left until it is gone.

Ranching isn’t for the faint of heart. 
Attracting the next generation to commit 
their lives to the pursuit of ranching will 
require we damn sure aren’t driving them 
away. One thing I know we can improve is 
making cattle work more family-friendly. 

After growing up with a dad who liked 
to yell at everything, and doing my livestock 
handling clinics with other ranch families 
for the last 25 years, I know how challeng-
ing it can be for everyone to keep their cool 
and not say anything they will regret. Not 
only do Mom and Dad begrudgingly admit 
to the yelling, but kids get caught up in the 
crossfire or direct line of fire as well. I know 
I did. When I was 18, I remember we were 
pushing cows up a big alley into the corrals. 
The yelling was ramping up to fever pitch 
and I remember thinking, “There must be 
some other way to get this job done.” Thank 
goodness I ran into the likes of Ray Hunt 
and Bud Williams. Combine these corral/

personal dynamics with witnessing their 
parents struggle financially, and many a 
ranch kid has decided that life off the ranch 
might be quite an improvement. 

To make ranching regenerative well into 
the future, we have no shortage of chal-
lenges. It will require astute, conscientious 
management of the land, animals, families, 
and finances to succeed. Also, we have to get 
better at telling our stories and connecting 
with consumers. The grasslands need live-
stock to stay healthy, and grasslands need 
grazing and rest. Cattle need to be moved, 
and herding cattle with handling skills that 
keep our cattle calm and content, and our 
family engaged, is a part of the story that 
will resonate with consumers. Consumers 
want to know that our grasslands and our 
livestock are handled with care and respect. 

We can no longer assume that our native 
grasslands will always be here, and in the 
final analysis, what is at stake, what we can 
lose, is our traditional ranching lifestyle. c

THE SODBUSTERS
 What’s at Stake
By DYLAN BIGGS

The new buzzword sweeping through some 
agriculture circles is “regenerative.” It has 
also been glommed onto by some consumers 
who want to support regenerative ag models. 
Overall it is a positive development, but at the 
risk of sounding jaded, I can’t help but think 
that what’s old is becoming new again. 

TK Ranch 
intern, Catie 
MacLennan
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But through its boom-and-bust cycles, the 
area seemed cursed by disaster. The Frank 
Slide on Turtle Mountain took 90 lives and 
an entire town in 1903; in l914 the Hillcrest 
Mine disaster, Canada’s worst, claimed 189 
men and left 250 children fatherless. At 
Coal Creek, 128 men died in 1902 and 34 
in l917; 30 died at Bellevue in 1910 — the 
list goes on. 

You might think people were relieved 
to be free of Old King Coal by l983, when 
the last mine shut down, at Coleman. You 
might be wrong. My rancher neighbour, the 
late Steve Sekella, liked digging coal in the 
Bellevue mine; the pay helped him keep 
the ranch afloat. But the world moved on 
to strip mining, and people in the Pass still 
commute to the Teck Resources mines at 
Sparwood for good-paying jobs. As one Pass 
miner put it to me, “We don’t dig our own 
graves anymore.”

Meanwhile, the economy in the Pass has 
stagnated for decades; it’s hard to motivate 
young adults to build a life here. But the 
rich deposit of coking coal five kilometres 
north of Blairmore, at Grassy Mountain, 
had come to the attention of the Australian 

mining industry. So in 2013, when Aus-
tralian-owned Riverdale Resource’s Benga 
Mining came calling with a proposal to 
reopen and expand Grassy, offering 400 
jobs in the process, many in the Pass 
greeted the proposal with enthusiasm. Oth-
ers, however, who had moved to the Pass for 
its sublime mountain scenery, blue-ribbon 
trout streams, cross-country skiing and 
other outdoor pursuits, greeted the idea 
with trepidation and suspicion.

Some are now actively opposing it. They 
and many other Albertans have made 
themselves heard at the joint Alberta and 
federal government review panel, which 
recently wrapped up hearings on Benga’s 
proposal. A decision is expected by June. 

In 2018, Steve Mallyon, CEO of Riv-
ersdale, told the Sydney mining club that 
Alberta’s low royalties, compared to Austra-
lia, were a main factor in Riversdale’s plan 
to “really become a multi-mine producer 
in that area.” Recently it has become clear 
that the Grassy Mountain project is just the 
tip of the dozer blade for what the Kenney 
government has in mind for Alberta’s front 
ranges. Those who oppose it believe that 

You Can’t  
Rebuild a
Mountain
By SID MARTY

The Crowsnest Pass is celebrated for its colourful 
past of rum runners and hardy coal miners — men 
and families from all over Canada and Europe who 
came to work in its underground mines. 

Mountain top 
removal for coal, 
Teck Resources 

Elkview Operations 
mine just across 
the border in B.C. P
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if they can’t stop Benga Mining at Grassy 
Mountain, they won’t stop all the mines 
that are lined up to follow in Grassy’s wake. 

Some 100,000 Albertans have signed 
petitions to stop open-pit mining; many of 
them first heard about the issue in a You-
Tube video posted by popular country singer 
Corb Lund. None of them sees the value in 
destroying our mountains to run C02-belch-
ing blast furnaces in China to profit 
Australian miners and their shareholders.

Since l976, coal mining in our Alberta 
mountains was regulated by the Lougheed 
era Coal Development Policy. It was enacted 
to protect water, fragile alpine terrain and 
wildlife in the Rockies. Our mountains 
are the natural water towers of Western 
Canada. Every spring, the melting of deep 
winter snowpacks recharges our aquifers 
and feeds the rivers of the plains. The snow-
packs are crucial because melting glaciers, 
which top-up part of our water supply in 
late summer, are rapidly disappearing. Over 
time, the annual flow in our main rivers is 
decreasing, and, ominously for coal miners 
who need beaucoup H20 to wash their coal, 

all of the water in the South Saskatchewan 
River basin is already allocated. Alberta’s 
only recourse is to conserve water and pro-
tect the source quality and quantity in our 
mountain headwaters.

Under the Lougheed plan, the east-slope 
mountains and foothills were divided into 
four categories, from 1 to 4, with 1 hav-
ing the most protection since it included 
parklands and alpine headwaters. Category 
2 included major river valleys, such as 
the Livingstone and Oldman, which were 
also protected but with allowances con-
sidered for underground mining; open-pit 
mines would not normally be considered. 
Category 3 included agricultural private 
property. Category 4 included lands where 
some mining had taken place previously. 
Under that policy, Alberta would, wher-
ever mining was still allowed to continue, 
“behave like an owner” and collect 1/3 of the 
mining revenue for the treasury. The plan 
discouraged strip-miners from trying their 
luck in Category 2 lands.

This plan was an obstacle to Austra-
lian coal miners and to Robin Campbell, 

President of the Coal Association of Canada. 
Campbell, himself a former Minister of the 
Environment, set about convincing the Ken-
ney government to get rid of it.

In 2017, Premier Jason Kenney had 
vowed to “get the Alberta government out 
of the business of business... because when 
politicians are risking your money instead 
of their own, you might as well send them 
to the casino. I mean they have no incentive 
to get it right.” But two years later Kenney 
went to the casino on behalf of Keystone XL 
and bet $1.5 billion taxpayer dollars that 
Donald Trump would win the U.S. presi-
dential election (and therefore the pipeline 
would be built, as planned). We know what 
happened; President Biden immediately 
cancelled the permit, as promised. After 
his billion-dollar crapshoot came up snake 
eyes, Kenney said Biden had betrayed us, 
that he should have consulted with Canada 
before cancelling.

But that’s only one of Premier Kenney’s 
reckless bets. 

A shrewd UCP politician is not about to 
waste a perfectly good crisis like COVID-19. 

So on a Friday afternoon before the 2020 
May long weekend — in the middle of the 
worst pandemic since the Spanish Flu of 
1918 — Kenney bet that Albertans wouldn’t 
notice if he cancelled Peter Lougheed’s 
1976 Coal Development Policy for Alberta, 
thereby opening up 1.4 million hectares of 
Alberta’s Rocky Mountain splendour for 
strip mining and mountain top removal. If 
left unchallenged, the UCP government and 
its coal miner clients will turn Wilf Carter’s 
Blue Canadian Rockies, outside of park 
boundaries at least, into a slag heap from the 
Crowsnest Pass to Grande Cache, our very 
own made-in-Alberta version of Appalachia.

In the south, aside from Grassy Moun-
tain, four Australian mining companies 
want permission for open-pit mines in both 
Category 4 and 2 lands that would stretch 
from Tent Mountain, just south of the Pass, 
all the way to the latitude of Chain Lakes, 
an area some 800 square kilometres in size. 
And these miners have the ear of the Ken-
ney government — bigly.

The idea was to “modernize” our “obso-
lete” coal policy, because nowadays, the 

Kenney government posits, our incredibly 
advanced mining technology and world-
class environmental protection (that has 
resulted in thousands of abandoned oil 
and gas wells for example) would protect 
the mountains much better by mining 
them than by keeping them as God (and 
Peter Lougheed) left them. In fact, as min-
ers assure us, the pits left behind would 
be reclaimed and the land would be even 
better after mining was done. It really takes 
a miner to look at a proud, lofty mountain, 
home to grizzly bears, golden eagles and 
prowling mountain lions, and envision 
a mammoth hole in the ground as an 
improvement.

Professor David Schindler of the Uni-
versity of Alberta, a world-renowned 
expert on freshwater ecology, acid rain 
and climate change, sums it up this way: 
“The best example of why you shouldn’t 
mine in mountain watersheds comes from 
Appalachia where mountaintops have been 
pushed into streams, aquifers have been 
destroyed, and selenium and other toxic 
trace metals contaminate the watershed.”

To picture this future, we need look no 
further than the Teck Resources mines 
just across the Great Divide. By 2014, Teck 
spent some $25 million on a new water 
treatment plant at Line Creek, yet selenium 
discharges from the plant still resulted in a 
$1.4 million fine levied under the Federal 
Fisheries Act in 2017 for contaminating the 
Elk River. This fine was little more than a 
hiccup in Teck’s $17 billion in profits. Sele-
nium, a bio-accumulator in the food chain, 
causes massive die-offs of young fingerlings 
and deformities in adult fish, including 
threatened species like cutthroat and bull 
trout. Selenium poisoning can cause health 
problems in humans as well. The contami-
nation from Teck’s mines is long-standing. 
It extends all the way down to the USA 
via the Koocanusa Reservoir, and it is the 
source of ongoing international tensions 
between Canada and the USA. Teck now 
has to truck fresh water to some Sparwood 
residents who have had their wells con-
taminated by selenium.

 Benga’s proposed mine, which bor-
ders on a creek crucial to cutthroat trout 

“If left unchallenged,  
the UCP government and its 

coal miner clients will turn Wilf 
Carter’s Blue Canadian Rockies, 

outside of park boundaries at 
least, into a slag heap from the 

Crowsnest Pass to Grande Cache, 
our very own made-in-Alberta 

version of Appalachia.”

Helicopter  
used for 

birds-eye 
photography

Mac Blades, Rocking P Ranch

Exploration 
road hacked 
into the side of 
the mountain

Deformed cutthroat trout caught in the Elk  
River by Paul Samycia of Elk River Guiding 
Company. Its gill cover is partially missing.
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production, would use the same source 
of coking coal as its B.C. neighbour and 
would employ a selenium control model 
pioneered by Teck Resources. Benga Min-
ing’s submissions to the Joint Review Panel 
claim such contamination would be “negli-
gible.” Biologist A. Dennis Lemly, a leading 
expert on selenium pollution states plainly 
the submission has “no basis in fact.” He 
predicts selenium will contaminate the 
local creeks that flow into the Crowsnest 
River, thence into the Oldman River, the 
main source of water for about 210,000 
Albertans, and this leaching from the mines 
rock waste will continue long after the pro-
posed mine ceases production. Selenium 
pollution from open-pit coal mines is a 
global problem, and the element lingers 
in aquatic ecosystems for decades, possi-
bly centuries. “Effective treatment doesn’t 
exist,” insists Lemly. “Only case after case of 
selenium pollution and resultant poisoning 
of fish and wildlife.”

The biggest change in rescinding 
Lougheed’s policy was to open up Cat-
egory 2 lands for open-pit mining. But it 
also opens up mining even in Category 1 
lands when mineral rights are privately 
owned. Meanwhile, the royalties accruable 
to the government will drop to as low as 
one per cent.

Not surprisingly, many people, distracted 
by the plague no doubt, missed the news 
about the rescinding of the coal policy or did 
not realize its import at first. One Albertan 
who “got it” was celebrated Tyee columnist 
Andrew Nikiforuk. Nikiforuk is to the UCP 
government what a coyote is to a grizzly 
bear, a bloody nuisance who is always yap-
ping and snapping at bruin’s butt while Griz 
is struggling to pull the wool over the nearest 

sheeple. Like a wily coyote, Nikiforuk started 
digging into a dung pile of government mis-
information to find a meaty bone of fact. He 
discovered that the only citizen the govern-
ment had consulted about changing the coal 
policy was Robin Campbell of the CAC — go 
figure. What he also unearthed were two love 
letters: one from Economic Development 
and Tourism Minister Tanya Fir (October 29, 
2019) and one from Environment Minister 
Jason Nixon (December 05, 2019). Both were 
addressed to Valory Resources, an Austra-
lian coal mining Company, which hoped to 
develop its Blackstone Project, a metallurgi-
cal coal mine near Rocky Mountain House. 
Both letters affirmed that “Alberta is open 
for business,” and Fir (who would later be 
demoted by Premier Kenney for vacation 
travel during the pandemic) gushed in print 
about “your exciting project,” promising that 
“red tape would be reduced by a third,” and 
likewise corporate taxes would be reduced 
by 1/3 within four years. There is no mention 
at all by Fir about what effect mountain top 
strip mining might have on her tourism 
industry constituents, or their customers, 
the hunters, fly fishers, hikers, skiers and 
even the UCP’s beloved clients, the ATV 
riders. Nor does the Environment minister 
or his lobbyist evince any concern about 
what negative effect mountain top removal 
might have on water, wildlife or other long-
established industries, such as forestry 
or ranching.

These letters were written months 
before Lougheed’s coal policy was 
rescinded. But although Albertans were 
kept in the dark about government plans, 
the Australian mining industry was not 
only well informed but busy filing appli-
cations for exploratory drilling in the 

mountains, getting in their dibs prior to the 
policy being rescinded. 

By February 2020, Valory was touting 
the proposal in an investor presentation 
and touting Alberta as a “mature mining 
jurisdiction with a streamlined permitting 
process” (meaning, no pesky red tape to 
slow down the process). It even printed the 
Nixon and Fir letters to back up its sale’s 
pitch. In the days after the old policy was 
scrapped, all hell broke loose in the moun-
tain backcountry; hundreds of kilometres 
of roads have been built and countless drill 
pads set up by the Australians, this before 
even one mine has been approved.

One group that stands to lose the most 
from these changes is ranchers along Alber-
ta’s celebrated Cowboy Trail. These days, 
Alberta ranchers Mac and Renie Blades 
of the Rocking P Ranch lie awake at night, 
worrying about the future of their ranch 
and the future of Alberta.

The Blades family, including three sis-
ters and a nephew who are also ranchers, 
have been raising cattle here for 120 years. 
They have a grazing permit in the Alberta 
Forest reserve and own a deeded quarter at 
the foot of Cabin Ridge, about 50 kilometres 
north of Coleman. Every year they drive 
their cattle over a pass in the Livingstone 
Range and down to the Livingstone River 
area to graze the healthy mountain grasses. 
Cabin Ridge Coal plans to explore the coal 
deposits here with 197 drill sites serviced 
by 15 new and 19 “reactivated roads,” with 
nine new stream crossings. These plans 
alone will have a devastating effect on the 
Blade’s operations.

If Premier Kenney felt betrayed by 
President Biden cancelling the XL pipeline 
without consulting Alberta, you can imag-
ine how the Blades and other Albertans 
feel about Alberta cancelling the coal policy 
that protected their mountains and their 
water supplies without a word of warn-
ing to its own citizens. All for a pittance, to 
make it worse. 

As their ranching neighbour Gordon 
Cartwright puts it, “Why would we give this 
away? We’re liquidating our assets, not just 
the coal but our landscapes, our watersheds 
and there’s nothing that makes long-term 
economic sense about this. It’s opportuni-
ties for Australians, not Albertans.” 

But cowboys don’t take abuse without 
punching back. The Blades are one of 
the parties currently battling the Alberta 
Government in court to try and overturn 
its decision on the coal policy. In the next 

two months, a judge will decide whether to 
allow their legal action, opposed by govern-
ment lawyers, to proceed. 

Premier Jason Kenney has a mountain 
lion by the tail. The government has been 
lambasted with letters from rural Albertans, 
its crucial political base, including mayors 
and reeves demanding that it reinstate 
the old coal policy. On February 8, in an 
unprecedented turn around for the UCP 
poohbahs, Minister Sonya Savage declared 
that the government would do just that. 
Meanwhile, she promised to consult the 
public on a modernized policy, which “is 
what we should have done in the begin-
ning… The concept of blowing the tops 
off the mountains, that will not happen.” 
But wait a moment; could this be ye old 
bait and switch?

Because mountain top removal mines 
already in the exploration stage, such as 
Tent Mountain, Chinook project and Grassy 
Mountain, (Category 4) and Cabin Ridge 
(Category2) are continuing exploration, 
with more and more damage to the water-
shed, undercutting the minister’s credibility. 

Meanwhile, the government plans 
to solve the miner’s water shortage by 
amending the Oldman River Water Basin 
Allocation Order of 2003, which set aside 
11,000 acre-feet, mainly for irrigation, to 
mitigate against the social and economic 
disruption created by the reservoir. Now, 
according to the government, some 64 per 
cent will be available for coal mines—free of 
charge. (Having a free water license is won-
derful; it means you can sell it when the coal 
market fails and your mine goes bankrupt). 
There have been no comprehensive studies 
of headwater stream flows that justify such 
an allocation. Because these streams are 
home to threatened species of bull trout and 
cutthroat trout, the whole idea is probably 
illegal under the Federal Fisheries Act. The 
Reeves of MD9 and of Ranchlands, where 
the Blades family resides, has officially 
demanded that the government “honour 
its past commitments and seek meaningful 
input from the residents and jurisdictions 
impacted by the Order, before even consid-
ering altering it in the future.”

Meanwhile, the rancher’s lawsuit contin-
ues, in hopes of shining more light on this 
entire underhanded process. 

“We want to stop this, and not just 
for us,” says Mac. “The pure water that 
comes out of that country, once it’s gone, 
it’s irreplaceable. You can’t rebuild a 
mountain.” c

Mac and Renie 
Blades of the 

multi-generational 
Rocking P Ranch

“The pure water that comes out of that 
country, once it’s gone, it’s irreplaceable.”

Exploratory drilling for coal 
on the proposed Cabin Ridge 

strip mine, on the other 
side of the mountain from 

the Rocking P’s pristine 
land. Erosion from such 

disturbances winds up in 
streams, coating the bottoms 

with calcite that destroys 
trout spawning beds. 

The Rocking P’s deeded quarter 
near Livingstone River at the foot of 

proposed Cabin Ridge strip mine
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services for free is no longer a viable long-
term option.

“Market returns for commodities in the 
absence of market returns for ecosystem 
service benefits inevitably drive land use 
decisions away from the production of eco-
system services benefits,” adds Bill.  

In its simplest form, the ecosys tem ser-
vices are calculated, verified, and bought 
and sold via an exchange. The functioning 
of the exchange is a bit more complex, so 
along with their partners, the WSGA has 
identified the key elements required. Over-
all, the exchange needs to give both buyers 
and sellers transparency and confidence in 
the transactions to build long-term stability 
for the market. 

[Editor’s note: For example, say you own 
100 hectares of native grass, and through your 
lands begins the headwaters of a major city 
water source, like the Bow River. Your native 
grass is a product, and your sheltering and fil-
tering the headwaters is a product. So, you can 
sell your very valuable product (not the land, 
just the benefits) to an interested party. Soon, 
you could be signing a contract for potentially 
significant dollars — all without giving up your 
land or your land rights. — TM ]

In his annual address 
in mid-January, ATB 
Financial chief economist 
Todd Hirsch referenced 
British economist Hazel 
Henderson’s idea of the 
economy as a four-layer 
cake composed of founda-
tional layers that include 
the market (private sec-
tor), non-market (public 
sector), community, and 
natural environment. Todd 
encouraged people to think 
about these layers and how they interact 
with each other in order of “foundation” 
rather than in order of “importance.” Hirsch 
explains there is an order of foundation 
on which a strong economy is built. All the 
layers are important, but the natural envi-
ronment is at the base and “without fresh 
air, without fresh water and resources that 
are in good shape, none of the rest of this is 
going to matter.”

In the context of what WSGA is trying 
to achieve with a grassland exchange, Bill 
concurs. “Grasslands and the ecosystem 
services they provide are foundational. It’s 

time we also start to recognize their value 
within the economy accordingly.”

Sustainability, economic viability and 
maintaining important prairie habitat is 
possible through a grassland conservation 
market. It’s a win-win-win for ranchers, 
the economy, the environment, and society 
in general. c

	For more information about the grasslands 
conservation exchange contact the Western 
Stock Growers’ Association at wsga.ca.
	Learn more about EcoServices Network at 
ecoservicesnetwork.ca.

It is widely known that Alberta’s grasslands provide many benefits 
to people such as places to live, landscapes to enjoy and pastures 
to raise cattle for food. But grassland ecosystems also provide 
benefits to society that are not as recognized, such as carbon 
storage and sequestration, water storage, water purification and 
habitat for prairie-dependent plants and animals. 

For several years now, the EcoServices 
Network (ESN) has been striving to help 
landowners, governments and organiza-
tions understand the demand for and value 
of ecosystem services — who will pay, the 
costs and potential supply of ecosystem 
services, and the use of various tools for par-
ticipation in ecosystem services markets. 

“Markets for ecosystem services benefits 
offer a way of recognizing the value healthy 
ecosystems provide to society,” explains 
Brian Ilnicki, executive director of Land 
Stewardship Centre, a long-standing part-
ner in the ESN. “Currently, many ecosystem 
services benefits produced by grasslands are 
not recognized in any marketplace.”

In southern Alberta, as demand for 
diverse land use expands, so do the chal-
lenges to conserve grasslands. Changes 

in grassland land use often come at the 
expense of native prairie. And despite the 
environmental benefits grasslands provide, 
existing incentives for maintaining native 
grasslands are limited and have variable 
attractiveness to ranchers. The Western 
Stock Growers’ Association (WSGA) recog-
nizes these challenges and, with support 
from ESN, is working towards developing a 
viable, market-based solution that will help 
conserve these valuable ecosystems and 
provide incentives to ranchers for the land 
management decisions they make to sus-
tain and regenerate them.

“We have championed the creation of a 
grassland conservation exchange as means 
to not only recognize and capture the value 
healthy grassland ecosystems provide to 
society, but to provide landowners with 

incentives for sound land management 
decisions,” says Bill Newton, a governor 
with the Western Stock Growers Associa-
tion. “This model is good for grasslands and 
ranchers, but also for society because every-
one benefits from the ecosystem services 
that healthy grasslands provide.”

The WSGA has long recognized the need 
for establishing a market for ecosystem 
services because this is their members’ 
livelihoods, their lifestyles, and their skin in 
the game. As a true grassroots organization 
that understands the complexity of a con-
servation marketplace and its implications 
for the rancher, it is important for WSGA to 
champion this exchange. 

“The reality is there are significant costs 
associated with land ownership — acqui-
sition costs, ongoing costs, opportunity 
costs,” explains Bill. “Our land management 
decisions must incorporate profitability 
if we want to continue to be landowners 
and ranchers.” 

Pressures to convert grasslands for 
real estate development or transition into 
higher value crop production are very real. 
Continuing to provide grassland ecosystem 

Putting Grasslands
to Work in a New Way

How ranchers in southern Alberta are tapping into the  
value of their grasslands’ ecosystem services

By Carrie Selin  |  EcoServices Network 
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